Epossumondas
By Coleen Salley

Art Activity Instructions

**Yellow hat band with red rose**

1. Cut 3 inch strips of yellow construction paper—adjust to child’s head size and staple
2. Cut red or any color tissue paper in 6” x 18” strips
3. Let each child choose their own color
4. Give each child 2 pieces of tissue.
5. Accordion pleat the two pieces together
6. Twist a 6” pipe cleaner around the pleated tissue in the center
7. Pull the tissue out into a flower
8. Staple on the hat band.

**Newspaper hat with dripping butter**

1. Fold whole newspaper sheets in half.
2. This will be the size of the piece you will work with
3. Fold the piece in half
4. Take each corner and down from the fold (you will now have triangle top)
5. Fold up the bottom to the bottom of the triangle
6. Staple
7. Tear strips of yellow construction paper and attach to the bottom of the hat for the yellow dripping butter

I offer both hats some boys will make the flower hat and some girls will make the dripping butter hat.